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QUESTION 1

A hosting company is migrating to cloud-based solutions. Their customers share a physical firewall cluster, subdivided
into individual logical firewalls for each customer. Projection data shows that the cloud service will soon deplete all the
resources within the physical firewall. As a consultant, you must propose a scalable solution that continues to protect all
the cloud customers while still securing the existing physical network. 

In this scenario, which solution would you propose? 

A. Deploy a vSRX cluster in front of each customer\\'s servers while keeping the physical firewall cluster 

B. Deploy a software-defined networking solution 

C. Remove the physical firewall cluster and deploy vSRX clusters dedicated to each customer\\'s servers 

D. Replace the physical firewall cluster with a higher-performance firewall 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

You are designing an Internet security gateway (ISG) for your company and are considering a centralized versus a
distributed model for ISGs. 

Which two statements are correct in this scenario? (Choose two.) 

A. Distributed ISGs typically have less latency compared to centralized ISGs 

B. Distributed ISGs reduce bandwidth for end users 

C. Distributed ISGs typically require extra bandwidth for management 

D. Distributed ISGs are harder to manage compared to centralized ISGs 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

You are concerned about users attacking the publicly accessible servers in your data center through encrypted
channels. You want to block these attacks using your SRX Series devices. 

In this scenario, which two features should you use? (Choose two.) 

A. Sky ATP 

B. IPS 

C. SSL forward proxy 

D. SSL reverse proxy 
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Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/topics/topic-map/security-user-auth-ssltls.html 

 

QUESTION 4

You are working on a network design that will use EX Series devices as Layer 2 access switches in a campus
environment. You must include Junos Space in your design. You want to take advantage of security features supported
on the devices. 

Which two security features would satisfy this requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. SDSN 

B. Stateful Firewall 

C. Access Control 

D. ALG 

Correct Answer: BC 

Reference: https://www.juniper.net/documentation/en_US/junos/topics/concept/ex-series-securityoverview.html 

 

QUESTION 5

You are creating a security design proposal for a customer who is connecting their headquarters to a remote branch site
over an unsecured Internet connection. As part of your design, you must recommend a solution to connect these sites
together and ensure that the communication is secured and encrypted. 

In this scenario, which solution do you recommend? 

A. GRE 

B. XMPP 

C. IPsec 

D. MPLS 

Correct Answer: C 
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